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MUIMUN meets experts —
“Things I didn’t know before”

In addition to all the social events, draft resolutions
and declarations MUIMUN also offers its participants
the chance to visit a workshop guided by an
experienced expert on different fields concerning the
UN, MUNs or International Politics in general.
As a special part in this year’s conference there is a wide
range of workshops. One of them has the topic “Human
Rights in the Digital Age” and is held by an expert of the
NGO Amnesty International. He points out how the
internet changes our world and the way we live.
Additionally, he explains the political role the internet can
play when using it
for online petitions
for
example.
According to him
there is still a lot to
be done to protect
users,
avoid
censorship and limit
the power of the big
internet companies. While discussing it becomes clear
that the Digital Age not only comes with positive but also
with negative consequences. But it is not only the
digitisation that has its pros and cons, also the Chinese
investments in some African countries such as Angola are
very ambiguous. By giving a personal impression on
sustainable development the delegates were included in
the workshop and got to ask many questions concerning
the definition of development, different alternatives to the
known measures and especially the fair-trade concept
which gained a lot of attention. Did you know that only
5% of the cocoa produced in Cameroon is consumed

there? And that fair-trade is well known, but just 2% of
goods bought in Germany are produced under these
standards? Tackling similar questions is also relevant to
the United Nations World Food Programme - but what to
do if you want to make career in the UN helping to
achieve a sustainable development in Africa? This is the
main aspect of the workshop by Johanna Schmeller from
the United Nations Regional Information Centre for
Western Europe in Bonn. She starts her workshop by
presenting a few basic information about the United
Nations and possible job perspectives. To simulate a part
of the assessment process the participants are asked to
write an official keynote about the UN's dealing with the
situation in Syria. After 90 minutes of intensive work,
Schmeller concludes: “I am impressed by the great results
the members came up with in such a short period of
time.”
Learning the hard road of implementation of a
humanitarian assistance step by step, keeping in mind
local, geographical, religious and ethical circumstances,
the fictive scenario in Prof Gardemann’s workshop
underlines the importance of humanity and impartiality.
Furthermore, he gives an interesting overview about his
work in different
areas around the
world, where he tried
to help people for
instance in Haiti or
Sierra Leone. To
respect the three
main principles of
the Red Cross
“Humanity, Impartiality and Neutrality” is according to
the paediatrician even for experienced staff members a
hard challenge. Illustrating how the moral dimension is
always accompanying the mission, he tells the workshop
participants how difficult it was for him when he had to
attend a fighter who committed a genocide. After the
meeting a delegate describes her workshop as a “fruitful
and very interesting experience with very much
information I didn’t have before” which perfectly
summarizes what MUIMUN meets experts is about.
By Patrick Gwinner
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The Many Faces of MUIMUN:
NextGeneration-Student: Ferdinand Baune (18)
My teacher at school
introduced me. He
stood in contact with
the conference and
the NextGen-program
and inspired me for
debate
and
discussion. That’s my
MUIMUN-start.

NextGen Ferdinand Baune (18),
student at Pascal-Gymnasium in
Münster currently represents
Colombia as main character in
UNODC.
What is your first impression
considering committee and social
events?
It was a great experience for me
being at the conference and actually
being at the conference again,
because I already participate as
NextGen last year. It’s great being at a
party with students, just getting to
know how they live.
Why did you decide for
MUIMUN? How do you get in
contact and what’s your
motivation?

Talking to them in the lunch break,
after session, getting to know them,
where they are from and what they
think. That’s the really exiting point!

How do you deal with the
diplomatic position of Colombia
which could be opposed to you
own opinion?
The position of Colombia is not
that difficult. But it’s always quite a
mess to do, to be e.g. the evil guy like
Russia - completely opposing.
The preparation went about a six
week workshop of the NextGen
program. We met and had an
introduction how to write the
resolution and how the debate
proceeds to finally become a well
prepared delegate. In this way we
have an enormous advantage to
other MUN-rookies.

How was this start
and how do you
grew with the MUIMUNchallenge?
Last year I was really excited about
participation, because I wasn’t
experienced compared to other
delegates. But I think I did it well last
year. I learned a lot and spoke a lot,
had significant impact on the
resolution and represented a foreign
state. This year the stress falls, but of
course every discussion is different,
every committee is different and at Do you will take part again? If
last every topic is different.
you do so, in which position would
you like to participate?
Which experience of conference I’m currently finishing school, so I
do you will take home? What are won’t be NextGen again. But I wish
to participate again maybe also in
your expectations?
I’ll take home the exciting other MUNs to collect additional
discussions, the committee sessions experience.
and evening program. But the most Related to MUIMUN I could
significant thing is the contact imagine to be ORGA-staff but also to
between other delegates from face the conference from the
different countries and cultures. journalistic view. It’s more objective.
Do you have an advice to other
delegates?
What I could recommend to other
delegates: Do it and do it again. Just
participate! There is nothing you can
to wrong. It’s just about learning and
having fun. So participate actively in
the discussion. You only can learn,
there is nothing to lose.
Lukas Splitthoff thanks for the
interview.
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Almost a hundred curious
MUIMUN delegates have been
following a light through
Münster's dark streets yesterday.
Under a starry sky — and luckily
without rain — three night
watchmen guide their groups
through the town.
Instead of discussing current affairs
the delegates travel in time to the
year 1660 “I will lead you through
magnificent streets and show you
dark corners”, proclaims the night
watchman whose task was it to watch
and protect the city during the night

from dangers such as fire. Many
international guests are fascinated by
the buildings of the “Prinzipalmarkt”
and Münster's churches. Even for the
“Münsteraner” it is interesting to see
these sights in a different light than
usual. One of the first stations was
the city hall where the night
watchmen
explains
peculiar
professions of his time such as “the
tenant of the beer seller”. Some of the
listeners are frightened by the stories
he tells about medieval torture
instruments as for example the
torture wheel.
“It is so scary”, whispers a delegate
from Indonesia, as the group
crouches into a corner to listen what
the guide says about Münster's bells
and the life of a poor night
watchman. “If you show me what
you eat, I will tell you who you are”,
he says taking out a few crumbles of
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“Pumpernickel”. This dark rye bread,
that is still very common in Münster
today, was eaten by the ordinary
people whereas the novelty
consumed white bread.
One of the most fascinating stories
was the legend about the three
anabaptists who set a date for the
alleged arrival of Jesus Christ in
Münster in the 16th century. When
nothing happened during 16
months, prince bishop Franz von
Waldeck decided to execute them.
Their bones were openly shown in
the famous three cages at the tower
of St. Lamberti church.
The tour ends on the “summit” of
the Hoster Mountain, in the middle
of Münster's glory, where the night
watchman gives last instructions on
fire-fighting for the guests.
By Elisa Miebach /
Alexandra Abeln

Cepal: The bridge under construction

Yesterday’s session in CEPAL
started with discussing the
working papers treating an
alternative for the IMF in Latin
America.
The first paper supported by Brazil,
Venezuela and Argentina suggested a
reformed Bank of the South financed
by their members referring to their
economic impact and actual
developments. It is discussed how far
a consent can be reached which can
be accepted by all of the states. Even
the negotiation with Venezuela

seems to be more difficult
because of its total denial of
the IMF as “neo-colonial and
imperial”.
The other nations on the
opposite
depending
economically more on the EU
and the USA criticised the
attack on the sovereignty of
nations implicated in the
programs of the IMF. As key words
for their reform of the IMF they
name economic growth, a
modification of interest rates, a
different voting procedure and more
personnel with a Latin-American
origin.
In contrast to the other working
paper these states advocate a solution
including the International Monetary
Fund. Another time the fundamental
differences of approaches can be
observed. “Why don’t we form a
common commission together?” asks

the Peruvian Diplomat supported by
Mexico trying to form a working
consent. But another time Brazil sees
no
opportunity, “how
an
organisation, part of the IMF, could
lead to independency of South
America”, which is the basic aim of all
the efforts made by Venezuela, Brazil
and Argentina. These two proposals
are afterwards intensely discussed but
the Status Quo is that there hasn’t
been a breakthrough yet. Let us hope
for today’s session that the pier of the
bridge constructed by some delegates
might get so strong that a connection
between the two sides is possible.
Speaking of two sides, also the
question “Qué es sides?” was raised
after getting informed about the
lunch - a good chance to have a break
and discuss the different sides
another time.
By Vivien Valentiner /
Patrick Gwinner
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ECOFIN: On the verge of compromise

In Monday’s committee session
ECOFIN comes closer to passing a
resolution on new guidelines for
States Bankruptcy. With
two draft resolutions at
hand the delegates
elaborate more and more
into details.
At the beginning of
Monday’s
conference
session delegates discuss a
draft resolution sponsored
by Brazil and Greece that
calls for the creation of a
neutral institution for
tackling States Bankruptcy.
The draft resolution emphasizes its
concern with the inequality of
influence in the Bretton Woods
Institutions, although stating that it
respects their roles and efforts.
Another draft resolution sponsored
by the United States of America is

introduced providing a six point patchwork of approaches.
guideline for tackling insolvency. As Trying to find a compromise the
heated discussions break out, committee works out multiple
crucial points, for example
the
composition
of
accountant or advisory
boards, the sovereignty of
states and the feasibility of
international
legislation
concerning accountability.
Russia criticizes that the
resolution sponsored by the
United States of America
yields unfair treatment for
smaller countries as the draft
resolution
distinguishes
countries like Greece remind the countries by size and influence. In
committee of the possibility to pass the end, with first amendments being
multiple, complement resolutions. passed, a third draft resolution is
However, China states that the introduced — potentially inflaming
opinions are not as different as they debate once again.
seem to be and therefore pleads for a
single resolution rather than a By Michael Koop

HRC: Countdown to a final draft resolution
— last questions to discuss

After bringing out four
suggestions for a final draft
resolution, the delegates
of HRC begin their third
conference day by going
deep into detail talking
about
two
major
questions: What kind of
rights do illegal migrant
children have who are
born in the host country?
And how can member
states change their visa
policy and improve border
controls?
Concerning the first question Cuba
outlines that it might get difficult to a
find a solution. “If the parents have
to go back to their origin country
and the children would have given
citizenship, there will be a
separation.” Despite this fact, Cuba
as well as China emphasizes the lack

of capacities to give every illegal When it comes to the points of the
migrant a legal home. They also second big question, Nigeria takes
into consideration to improve
border control with special
focus on avoiding human
trafficking. South Africa notices
that an improvement can also
have positive effects on the
economy. After that, Estonia
suggests to establish a new and
more transparent category of
visa policy for migrants. In the
end the UK comes up with the
idea to inform migrants about
their rights and to work closely
outline that the UN cannot be seen as together with neighbor states. All in
the right body to decide whom to all: With these recommendations in
grant citizenship or not.
mind the HRC committee can be
However, the USA feels to protect expected to pass a final and well
the children of illegal migrants: elaborated draft resolution on their
“They should not suffer the fourth conference day.
punishment for the crime their
parents did.”
By Alexandra Abeln
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ICJ: Law and passion

Aristotle once stated that “the
law is reason, free of passion - but
what would a MUN be without
passion?!”
Luckily the socials are slowly
showing consequences…in a
surprisingly positive way! This
morning the ICJ committee —
admittedly with a slight delay —
resumed its session with more
judges present than ever before.
Even though it may have been a
long night with little sleep, this
seems to have had a bonding effect
on the delegates, resulting in a
merrier and generally lighter mood.
Judges and agents alike turned away
from minor issues and fiercely
expressed their views on the topic
and case in general.
Motions for unmoderated caucus
now appear regularly as sections of
the court began formulating first

drafts for a judgement. The court
turns to several preliminary voting
rounds in order to attain a general
overview of the opinions on the key
issues and thus assist the writing
progress.
Mutiny is running high with some,
as it has been stated that judges
should not blindly follow the other
ICJ judges’ argumentation in their
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judgement
of
February 2015 but
rather
also
increasingly develop
their own legal or
factual arguments
based on the law and
evidence presented.
Consequently,
certain
judges
quickly decide to
proceed on their own
path formulating first
towards
dissenting

thoughts
opinions.
Court was then adjured for the
afternoon, where the delegates
hopefully enjoyed
interesting
workshop sessions.

By Sem Wiegand

SC: Peaceful debates — calm before the storm?

The Security Council is still busy
discussing its first topic concerning
terrorism and other transnational
crimes.
Before actually taking a more
detailed look on the clauses in
Sunday’s draft resolutions, the SC
digressed to a debate on the
Ukrainian conflict. In the following
discussion on the draft resolution
some delegations expressed their

worries
that
humanitarian aid
and
the
cooperative work
of intelligence
agencies could be
used to influence
the situation in
member states
politically. After
that a few aspects
were added to the
draft’s
clauses
and clarifications were made. In this
period the Security Council disputed
whether or not to include that a
conflation between fundamentalist
extremism and the Islam must be
avoided and could not find a
common ground. However, the SC
was at least able to agree on the
inclusion of cybercrime as a
transnational crime next to forced
labour, trafficking of arms, drugs,

humans and endangered species.
And what would a UN session be
without a discussion about the
financing
of
programmes.
Nonetheless this aspect was only
briefly broached, since it is the third
committee of the GA who will take a
closer look at that. Although it would
have been very interesting to hear
more about it, the committee did not
further discuss the question raised by
one of the delegations of how the UN
can credibly fight terrorism, when
member states are still backing and
supporting terrorist groups with
financial means. It seems like the
tacit agreement not to pick on each
other remains strong for now. This
will hopefully change today when we
will get into voting procedure and
delegations will have to reveal their
true faces.

By Elisa Benker
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SPECPOL: About chances and confessions

Things got really spicy on the
third day of sessions in SPECPOL
as the delegates discuss two draft
resolutions on Nuclear Waste
Disposal, which were the result of
different working papers.
The most controversial subjects:
Financial aid and fuel leasing. While
on the one hand, less developed
countries like Mexico, India and
South Africa seek for support in
expertise and financing by an
international fund in their mutual
draft resolution, the draft sponsored
by countries like the United
Kingdom and China pledges for
private organisations and ensures
national sovereignty in the nuclear
question. Another highly discussed
difference between the resolutions is
the point of fuel leasing. “We are not
supporting the idea of fuel leasing at
all. It’s a bilateral matter,” Mexico says

and stresses that “it does not promote
the independence of the emerging
countries”. Indonesia also regards
fuel leasing as “asymmetrical and not
fair”. The first resolution, supported
by Indonesia and Mexico, focuses on
deep geological storage instead.
Canada counters: “The construction
time and costs are too high for longterm geological storage”. “There is
not any asymmetry implicated”, the
countries sponsoring the second

draft resolution argue, “but a
chance!” At the end of a long
and intense moderated debate
Mexico pledges to take fuel
leasing out of the final
resolution but could not get
the vast majority. However, the
topic of environmental safety
has not been discussed.
Although European countries
like Germany and Norway
have tried to focus on the
environmental aspect in previous
sessions, they seem to have made a
lot of concessions to Canada and
China as they merged their project
paper into “Draft Resolution 1.2.”.
Trying to reduce the production of
Nuclear Energy to avoid Nuclear
Waste in the first place does not seem
to be an option at all.

By Tarkan Bagci

UNEP: Work hard, party harder
This sentence is not only an
overall résumé for this year’s
MUIMUN week, it also
describes Monday’s UNEP
session perfectly well.
Having worked on the draft
resolution on Sunday, only one
point was left: Funding. Seen as
an important point for the
resolution, the delegates take
themselves the time to discuss
funding — the how and how
much - in every aspect, all in
unmoderated caucuses. And they
got many of them. Even when the
chair decides that they should get
back to formal debate, Japan raises its
placard with the sentence “Motion to
overrule the chair’s decision.”
What can a chair do against this?
Simply nothing. After all, the effort
was worth the wait: Towards the end,
several delegates stand up — just to
explain how satisfied they are with

the work done. Now the whole
committee is looking forward to
discussing the complete resolution
on Tuesday.
To this point, the session was only
filled with “work hard” — now it is
time to party. The delegation of
South Africa officially raises “a
motion for an entertaining caucus”.
As expected, none votes against this.

Under the eyes of
the
Secretary
General,
the
committee
first
enjoys a tongue
twister by the
delegation of the
USA, also known as
the fastest tongue in
the
world.
Afterwards, they get
to know some
disturbing secrets in
“two truths and a
lie”: Why exactly Kenya got Twilight
on Blu-ray — and is the cat still alive?
To close, the little vocal number from
the delegation of Germany blows
everyone’s mind — who would not
vote for such a voice?

By Lisa Neidl
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UNESCO: Success — first resolution passed

With great motivation and
cooperation the members of
UNESCO succeeded to pass their
first resolution of 15 operative
clauses on education in postconflict areas.
Several topics were particularly
controversial, such as the acceptance
of education within the population.
While the USA just demands for

governments
to
encourage an equal
and
obligatory
education, others
say that this is not
sufficient. “We have
to introduce a
positive discourse
and respect for
education in society.
Families and local
organisations have
to be included”, remarks the French
delegate, who is supported by Italy,
Qatar and Afghanistan. After a
controversial debate the majority
votes for the French proposal.
Another important topic concerns
the teacher preparation for the
planned courses of tolerance. The
USA say it is not realistic to install
extra obligatory training for millions
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of teachers and that
the UNESCO should instead rely on
and support local institutions.
However, other countries, such as
Great Britain, insist on these short
trainings provided by the
intercultural centres. In the end the
British amendment is passed.
Two new amendments of the draft
resolution regard the control of
qualified education in refugee camps
and the cooperation with other
organisations to find safe places for
the intercultural centres. They were
both passed.
“C'était bon travail”, said chair
Nour Fellah who was satisfied with
the outcome. Only minor points of
the draft resolution were not passed.

By Elisa Miebach

UNODC: Cut the threatening chain with alternatives
Aware of the influential
correlation of poverty, minority
discrimination
and
high
unemployment as roots for narcoterrorism the delegates set a first
sign for a sustainable resolution.
Immerged in more details
UNODC is focusing and actually
also debating on short- and longtime opportunities to frame a
convention against abuse of
narcotics and drug trafficking. Based
on the working paper elaborated by
Costa Rica, which is introduced at
this stage as draft resolution and
linked to existing ratified
conventions they try to cut the chain
of
drug
production
and
consumption. Going in circles and
already mentioned in the last debate
the implementation of good
education and the reveal of essential
economic issues together with
national border security on sea, air

and land are crucial for international
demands.
With overwhelmingly pacifistic
attitude Mexico claims that a military
intervention e.g. by a taskforce
merely increases and does not reduce
violence and is not more than a
short-time solution. But in this
connection Pakistan, facing the
breaking news, advocates a fast and
proper handling. Considering the
future Canada underlines the

importance of good working
conditions
and
job
opportunities to protect
farmers, as also the Russian
Federation adds, to ensure
income and avoid further
production, maybe in form of
specific training.
Within a supranational
interplay between the strong
powers China, Ghana, Peru,
Russia and Korea, now
extended to all Southern American
states, it is the general aim of the
alliances to enhance global
cooperation - except there is also the
doubt of decreasing national
integrity.
Observing the debate on criminal
organizations a resolution with only
a few amendments is expectable for
today.

By Lukas Splitthoff
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Today's Schedule
09:00-12:00 Committee Session 1
12:00-13:00 Lunch
13:00-18:00 Committee Session 2
20:00-00:00 Pub Quiz
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Learning languages with MUIMUN:
Sneezing internationally
Easy to catch a cold in that filthy weather. While in Pakistan the proper
response to a sneeze, “Alhumdrililah”, is the direct translation of the English
„Bless you“, Russian, German and French speaking people will wish you
health, luck or love. Nice, right? Not really. The German “Gesundheit”
(health) is used as a wish for yourself — you hope you will not catch the brutal
cold that your opposite is suffering.

Evening Activity:
Pub Quiz
Does your delegate expertise reach beyond diplomacy and global
politics? Are you a real geek when it comes to Geography, Films and
Gossip? This is your chance to show off your knowledge and even win a
price. After an exciting quiz, the cozy atmosphere of our MUIMUN pub
quiz location allows for lively chats and one or another drink. Team up and
join at Schloßgarten Café, Schlossgarten 4 at 8 pm.

Connect youself
#muimun2015
Send us a note at Instagram,
Twitter, Facebook or feed our
anonymous Gossip Box in the hall.

MUIMUN in numbers
In a world of social media and
virtual reality a conference like
MUIMUN always has an impact on
way more people than on those
actually present. On facebook, where
339 people had clicked “attend”, our
posts reached more than 26.474
people these last days, enjoyed more
than 500 interactions and more than
3000 users checked out the events
site! Our twitter presence, not yet
that established has met a 380 % rise
in popularity, with 192 visits to our
profile so far. Like share and tweet
your impressions of MUIMUN, let
us spread it across the world!

M

Who is it?

y food keeps running away from me, which is not fine, because
I´m hungry all the time. I can´t catch it, no matter how much I
try, because my food is a sporty guy. And as I try I break my
bones and burn my fur but never die and that’s for sure. Kids love my tries
to have a mice meal and when I get hurt it´s no big deal, because they now
that it´s not real. Who am I?

Person 30th March: Emma Watson
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